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Featured Application: The review is focused on the stabilization of nanotubular materials
in solvent media. This aspect is a key starting point for any application of nanotube-based
formulations for pharmaceutical and industrial applications.
Abstract: Inorganic nanotubes are attracting the interest of many scientists and researchers, due to
their excellent application potential in different fields. Among them, halloysite and imogolite, two
naturally-occurring aluminosilicate mineral clays, as well as boron nitride nanotubes have gained
attention for their proper shapes and features. Above all, it is important to reach highly stable
dispersion in water or organic media, in order to exploit the features of this kind of nanoparticles
and to expand their applications. This review is focused on the structural and morphological
features, performances, and ratios of inorganic nanotubes, considering the main strategies to prepare
homogeneous colloidal suspensions in various solvent media as special focus and crucial point for
their uses as nanomaterials.
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1. Introduction
Since carbon nanotubes were discovered in 1991 [1], the nanotube structure has garnered
interest and has been widely researched in other types of particles, like metal nanotubes [2,3], oxide
nanotubes [4,5], boron nitride nanotubes [6,7] and nanotubular clays, to study the characteristics of
tunable chemistry, surface area, and porosity.
The need to reach homogeneous particles dispersion in different solvent media represents one
of the main conditions for the use and applicability of those systems [8]. With this aim, this review
will be focused on the colloidal stability of inorganic nanotubes, as well as on the most used strategies
to prepare well-dispersed suspensions. In particular, these aspects will be investigated for halloysite
nanotubes (HNTs) [8], imogolite nanotubes (INTs) [9], and boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) [10].
Halloysite nanotubes are composed of a silicon oxygen tetrahedron and alumina oxygen
octahedrons forming a kaolinite-like sheet that rolls up, giving the clay its own hollow tubular structure
(Figure 1a) [11,12]. Since the lumen and the external surface are chemically different, they are positive
and negative in water, respectively, in the 2–8 pH range [13]. HNT size varies with respect to the
natural origin, ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 µm in length, within 50–70 nm for the outer nanotube diameter
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2. Halloysite Nanotubes
2.1. Colloidal Stability in Water
The colloidal stability of HNTs is a crucial aspect that has been investigated with the aim of
improving nanoparticle use and range through several possible applications [8]. HNTs’ aqueous
dispersions can form liquid crystalline phases when high concentrations are approached [53].
Moreover, the transition can be controlled by pH, providing an interesting system for obtaining
birifrangent materials under controlled chemical stimuli [53]. In light of that, different strategies for the
manipulation of chemico-physical properties into aqueous media are pursued by the most appropriate
functionalization of halloysite internal or external surfaces by electrostatic interactions with differently
charged surfactants or polyelectrolytes.
Bertolino et al. [54] reported studies on the adsorption of three biopolymers that possess a
different charge—namely positive chitosan, neutral hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC), and negative
pectin—onto halloysite nanotube surfaces in an aqueous environment. It was found that the dispersion
stability depends on the charge of particles and their dimensions, as well on the viscosity and
inter-particle interactions. For instance, the ζ-potential values are not deeply modified by adding
the nonionic HPC; meanwhile they are shifted toward more positive or more negative values by
the addition of charged biopolymers, namely chitosan and pectin, respectively [54]. Generally,
ζ-potential experiments are conducted to evaluate the surface properties and stability of functionalized
nanoparticles, in order to understand if the charge density of both HNTs and polymers can influence the
precipitation process. It was observed that HPC strongly delays sedimentation; meanwhile, chitosan
and pectin stabilize nanotube dispersion at acidic and basic conditions, respectively. Pectin interacts
with the HNTs’ positive lumen and it decreases the HNTs’ negative net charge. Chitosan, however,
interacts on the outer surface. The HPC mechanism is completely different, because it is adsorbed and
it creates a steric barrier that avoids agglomeration and settling [54].
Lee at al. [55] reported the preparation of HNT-based supramolecular complexes by the wrapping
of DNA onto halloysite. It was observed that HNTs become highly dispersible in water after their
interaction with DNA, because the phosphate groups of DNA are re-orientated and can interact with
the silica groups on the external surface of HNTs. Most likely, the enhanced colloidal stability is due to
the neutralization of the inner positive charge, leading to an increase of the net negative ζ-potential
and particle–particle repulsions. These findings are confirmed by more recent studies on anionic
surfactants and bio-polyanions (pectins) [54,56].
The effect on the colloidal stability of halloysite nanotubes has been also studied,
considering the functionalization with thermosensitive polymers, namely poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAM) [57,58]. It was observed that PNIPAM interacted with the external surface of HNT
and PNIPAM–NH2 (amine terminated poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)) was adsorbed onto the
external surface. Moreover, halloysite nanotubes changed their properties within the polymer/HNTs
in comparison with the neat clay, thus indicating a transferring of the thermos-responsiveness from
polymers to halloysite in the hybrid system [57]. Furthermore, since the dispersions were stable
only under the “critical temperature”, this allowed for preparing systems where the temperature
can be tuned in order to have external stimuli-responsive solubilization and delivery, providing a
biocompatible and thermosensitive material for the targeted release of active species [58].
Amphiphilic molecules are often used to stabilize nanoparticle dispersions, exploiting their
functional groups. The choice of the surfactant in terms of the headgroup charge is a key factor, and it
has an important effect on the colloidal stability of halloysite because of its differently charged surfaces.
For instance, it has been demonstrated that the adsorption of surfactants that are negatively
charged (e.g., sodium alkanoates) onto the internal surface of the nanotubes increases their
overall negative charge, and thus enhances both electrostatic repulsions and colloidal stability
(Figure 2) [56,59].
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According to the DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) theory, colloidal stability is
influenced by the balance between attractive and repulsive van der Waals forces coming from the
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double layer that surrounds each particle [60], meaning that experimental results are consistent with
double layer that surrounds each particle [60], meaning that experimental results are consistent with
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Moreover, the structure of neat HNTs and negatively charged surfactant-functionalized
Moreover, the structure of neat HNTs and negatively charged surfactant-functionalized nanotubes
nanotubes were studied by small angle neutron scattering [52]. The importance of both the structural
were studied by small angle neutron scattering [52]. The importance of both the structural organization
organization of the surfactants and their headgroup was shown. In particular, it was noted that
of the surfactants and their headgroup was shown. In particular, it was noted that sodium dodecanoate
sodium dodecanoate is organized in a densely packed, multilayer structure within the halloysite
is organized in a densely packed, multilayer structure within the halloysite cavity, and is promoted by
cavity, and is promoted by the carboxylate groups, as seen from a correlation peak in SANS (Small
the carboxylate groups, as seen from a correlation peak in SANS (Small Angle Neutron Scattering) [52].
Angle Neutron Scattering) [52].
Finally, these inorganic, micelles-like hybrid materials can be used to solubilize and deliver species
Finally, these inorganic, micelles-like hybrid materials can be used to solubilize and deliver
of a different nature in water, thus exploiting their sustainable and biocompatible properties [52,56,59].
species of a different nature in water, thus exploiting their sustainable and biocompatible properties
It was also found that perfluoroalkylated surfactants, when adsorbed at the internal surface,
[52,56,59].
created stable suspensions, and these systems can be exploited as nanocontainers of non-foaming
It was also found that perfluoroalkylated surfactants, when adsorbed at the internal surface,
oxygen in aqueous media for gas delivery by external stimuli [61].
created stable suspensions, and these systems can be exploited as nanocontainers of non-foaming
More interestingly, it was shown that the concentration effect was negligible and that the hybrid
oxygen in aqueous media for gas delivery by external stimuli [61].
materials did not associate; however, nanotubes diffuse as single particles [61].
More interestingly, it was shown that the concentration effect was negligible and that the
Lun et al. [62] reported a method where sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was used to prepare
hybrid materials did not associate; however, nanotubes diffuse as single particles [61].
uniform and stable halloysite nanotubes dispersions. The ζ-potential values of an HNTs/SDS system
Lun et al. [62] reported a method where sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was used to prepare
became more negative than those of the neat clay, indicating that SDS is adsorbed on the inner surface,
uniform and stable halloysite nanotubes dispersions. The ζ-potential values of an HNTs/SDS system
enhancing the dispersibility by electrostatic effect. It was observed that the dispersibility is not effected
became more negative than those of the neat clay, indicating that SDS is adsorbed on the inner
by the content of the dispersant, thus confirming the saturation effect.
surface, enhancing the dispersibility by electrostatic effect. It was observed that the dispersibility is
not
the content
of theMedia
dispersant, thus confirming the saturation effect.
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2.2. Colloidal
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in organic media. Chang et al. [63] prepared a complex of amylose and HNT by co-assembly in a
Another crucial aspect is the preparation of stable colloidal dispersions of halloysite nanotubes
in organic media. Chang et al. [63] prepared a complex of amylose and HNT by co-assembly in a
solid state. In particular, it was found that the amylose interacts with the outer surface of HNTs,
wrapping them. The stability of pristine nanotubes and amylose-HNT dispersions in DMSO/H2O
were observed for 24 h, and the precipitation of HNT occurred at 0 h [63]; whereas, since the solution
of DMSO/H2O is a good dispersant for the organic moiety, the amylose–HNT was well dispersed in
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As expected, INT suspensions form a nematic phase at lower concentrations [67]. Contrarily,
As expected, INT suspensions form a nematic phase at lower concentrations [67]. Contrarily,
the columnar phase, which can be seen in suspensions of other rod-like particles, was only observed
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at large volume fractions (10–70%) [68–70]. Meanwhile the columnar phase of INTs is presented at
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that are two orders of magnitude lower (Figure 3) [9].
concentrations that are two orders of magnitude lower (Figure 3) [9].

Figure 3. Schemes of (a) isotropic, (b) nematic, (c) columnar, and (d) smectic phases in imogolite
Figure 3. Schemes of (a) isotropic, (b) nematic, (c) columnar, and (d) smectic phases in
suspensions. Photographs of (e) both isotropic and nematic phases in sedimented spindle-shaped
imogolite suspensions. Photographs of (e) both isotropic and nematic phases in sedimented
nematic droplets; and (f, g) the columnar phase, obtained with single-walled Si–imogolite nanotube
spindle-shaped nematic droplets; and (f, g) the columnar phase, obtained with single-walled
(INT) suspensions. Scale bar, 200 mm. Adapted from [9].
Si–imogolite nanotube (INT) suspensions. Scale bar, 200 mm. Adapted from [9].

Such a difference is most likely due to the high aspect ratio of imogolite, which favors the
nematic phase [67]. The large intensity of the electrostatic repulsions between charged linear objects
is strongly evidenced by the ordered positions of the charged INT, which stabilizes the columnar
phase at very low concentrations [9].
These results could present important implications for the physics of suspensions of charged
rod-shaped nanoparticles, and could be used for the preparation of ordered nanocomposites, as well
for biophysics, in order to understand the behavior of rod-like biopolymers suspensions.
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Noncovalent reactions are the most frequently used approach for the surface functionalization
of BNNTs [73]. However, only positively charged agents (e.g., poly-L-lysine and
poly-ethyleneimine), organic amines, or chemical species able to make π-stacking and hydrophobic
interactions showed good results [73]. Synthetic structures with aromatic rings
(2-naphthalenecarboxylic acid, 9-anthrancecarboxylic acid, 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid, 1-aminopyrene,
and 1-hydroxypyrene) [74] and polymers containing aromatic subunits, polyaniline,
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Noncovalent reactions are the most frequently used approach for the surface functionalization of
BNNTs [73]. However, only positively charged agents (e.g., poly-L-lysine and poly-ethyleneimine),
organic amines, or chemical species able to make π-stacking and hydrophobic interactions
showed good results [73]. Synthetic structures with aromatic rings (2-naphthalenecarboxylic acid,
9-anthrancecarboxylic acid, 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid, 1-aminopyrene, and 1-hydroxypyrene) [74] and
polymers containing aromatic subunits, polyaniline, poly(p-phenyleneethynylene), polythiophene,
poly(xylydienetetrahydrothiophene) and poly(sodium styrene sulfonate) [73,75] interacted with
the sidewall of BNNTs via π-π stacking and created stable dispersions. It was shown that
poly(p-phenylene) derivatives have the most interesting potential to disperse BNNTs among studied
polymers [75].
Another simple way to prepare stable colloidal dispersions of BNNTs in organic solution or
aqueous media is to obtain boron nitride nanotubes with NH3 or organic amines [76] or amino acids
(glycine), and coat them subsequently with biopolymers [77]. The glycine has two roles: its amine
group interacts with the B-sites of nanotubes, binding with them; meanwhile, its carboxylic acid group
is an ionic site for anchoring polyelectrolytes. Unexpectedly, BNNTs were effectively dispersed in
water using arabic gum (hydrophilic polymer), where the hydrophobic part of the polymers had
strong hydrophobic interactions with BNNTs and the hydrophilic part was exposed to interactions
with water molecules [78]. Other examples of the fabrication of the stable BNNT dispersions are
modification of the BNNTs, using peptides [79], nucleotide [80], DNA [81], doxorubicin and folate [82],
and lipids [83]. The most stable dispersions in water were obtained for the flavin mononucleotide,
a derivative of vitamin B2 containing an aromatic structure interacting with BNNT via π–π stacking [80].
In addition, flavin mononucleotide-functionalized BNNTs showed high visible light emission, and
were stable for different pH and temperature values. A new approach to disperse the BNNTs was
recently demonstrated [6], in this case via a layer-by-layer deposition of hydroxylated BNNTs with
polyelectrolytes onto Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells.
Different methods of covalent modification of BNNTs have been developed to create colloidal
dispersions in both aqueous media and organic solvents. This functionalization can be done by
exploiting the -NH2 and -OH groups of boron atoms [46,84–86]. Covalent modification of the
hydroxylated BNNTs with glutaraldehyde, followed by functionalization with oligonucleotides [87]
and carbohydrates [88] are described. Zettl developed a new functionalization route by linking stearoyl
chloride with amino groups onto BNNTs [84]. A similar approach was realized with hydroxylated
BNNTs esterified by perfluorobutyric acid or a thioglycolic acid [88]. Another easy approach for
covalent derivatization of nanotubes with organic peroxides was proposed [89], and the functionalized
BNNTs were able to form the stable dispersion in chloroform.
Nowadays, one of the most interesting procedures for nanomaterial functionalization is to
prepare grafted polymer brushes [7,90] (Figure 5a). In this route, the nanotubes are covalently
functionalized with polymer brushes through surface polymerization. In particular, BNNTs were
covalently modified with hydrophobic polystyrene or polyglycidyl methacrylate polymer brushes [90].
The modified nanotubes displayed high dispersibility in a large number of organic media. In the work
of Kalay et al. [7], BNNTs functionalized with the thermo-responsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAM) were fabricated, and were dispersible in water (Figure 5b). It was also shown that the
hydrodynamic radius of these systems decreased two-fold at around 32 ◦ C (Figure 5c). In addition,
BNNTs were functionalized by other grafted polymer brushes, similar to other works [91,92].
The modification of nanotubes on their amine groups is widely used, because the amine
groups exist at the ends and as defects of BNNTs. Moreover, other -NH2 groups were also
created on the nanotube surfaces with ammonia plasma irradiation [84]. Amine-functionalized
BNNTs after sonication in chloroform exhibit significantly better dispersibility than pristine BNNTs.
Other mechanisms of functionalization by amine groups use mechanical milling of the boron nitride
nanosheets [93] or iminoborane, which increases the defects density due to cleavage of B–N bonds and
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to the expansion of BN rings [94]. In addition, a prospective method to create stabile dispersion in
water is the hydroxylation of BNNTs in H2 O2 solution for 48 h at 110 ◦ C [86,87].
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limited; in relation to chemical structure, we can assume that BNNTs can be ionized at a low pH, but
this aspect should be investigated in detail. In addition, HNTs and INTs can be easily modified
using hydroxyl groups on the outer surface, while BNNTs are chemically inert enough.
In this review, we report the main aspects of the colloidal stability of hollow-shaped
nanoparticles in both aqueous and organic media, as well as the main strategies to prepare
homogeneous and stable suspensions ranging from selective functionalization with charged
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